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JIOHN JIARVNS

IrurnoDUcTIoN To BurrpHIsM
Ihis selection brieJly summarizes tbe euents of Buddba's W as tradition bas recorded

tbem, and it discusses key elements of Buddhisnz-in particular, tbe Four Noble
Truths and tbe Holy Eightfold Patb.

The life story of Siddhartha Gautama (who became Buddha, or "the enlightened one")
and the origins of the religion he founded occurred in a time and a place quite different
in m4ny ways from the modern wofld, East or'West. Most significantly for historical
study of the period, it was a time when writing was not the primary means of presen'ing
important events and ideas. Rather, the spoken word in the form of oral history and
the memorization and recitation of religious doctrines served these functions. It was
.not until centuries after Buddha's death that his teachings began to be written down
and.gathered into the collections that we have today. As in the case of Jesus, we do
not haYe the Buddha's own words about his life and ideas to draw upon, but the writings
of the monks who followed the path he offered. Thus, many details in the story of this
important figure remain obscure and uncertain.
.,Tire.first full accounts of the life of Buddha, written some five hundred years after
hiS death, indicate that he was born around 560 e.c.n. in Kapilavastu, a region that is
now in Nepal, His father was a minor prince in the kingdom and legend tells us that
,hq uoent*togreat lengths to raise his son, the future Buddha, in noble style, protected
froft,the suffering and struggles of the common people outsicle of the court. Around
the age of 29, + turning point came for the young prince as he took a series of chariot
rides ouiside of qhe protected wodd that his father had maintained. For the first time ,
he saw peasants laboring in their fields for survival, and constantly facing old age,
disease, and death. This affected him profoundly, and he began to meditate on the true
nature of human existence. rilfhen he saw a wandering religious man on another ride
in the country;.he decided to abandon the safety of hoqsehold life (he was now maried
with an infant son) and to seek the true meaning of life . In his uncompromising quest
for truth, Gautama's willingness-to give up his father's kingdom, as well as a wife and
small son, is called the Great Renunciation. This act has served as an example for
countless devotees over the last twenty-five centuries who have likewise given up
worldly ways to become Buddhist monks and nuns.
For a time, Gautama wandered on his own, learning from other spiritual wise men
and practicing extreme forms of vegetarianism, fasting, and meditation. He found that
these practices left him too weak and confused to attain the state of philosophical
insight that he sought, so he tried a "middle way" of seeking enlightenment that encouraged taking better care of the body. Then, legend has it that he seated himself under
a Bodhi tree with the resolve of not rising until he had found the meaning of existence
through meditation. After much effort, he succeeded on the night of a full moon, and,
as'fhelnight wore on, he formulated the ideas that would become the foundation

of Buddhism.
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Buddha's purpose in seeking enlightenment was closely connected to the world he
had discovered outside of his father's protected court. He wanted to show people the
path to free themselves from the misery and.pain of human existence. Buddha and
other religious thinkers of his time understood one's place of birth and good or bad
fortune in this life as being the result of actions in a previous life. A person who had
practiced noble deeds in a past life would be reincarnated into a good family and into
less painful circumstances as a reward in this life. If one continued to do good here,
even b€tter circumstances could be anticipated in the next lif€. The reverse was also
true: doing evil in this life would only lead to being reborn into worse suffering in the
life to come . Buddha's goal was to flnd a way to escape this unending cycle of rebirth
by achieving a state of existence no longer characteized by struggle and by some degree
of pain at every level.
For Buddha, the key to reaching niruana, or a state of complete peace beyond human

comprehension, was to take complete contfol of one's thoughts and actions and to
cease ro participate in behavior that had bad effects. He taught that, by overcoming all
ignorance, low views, and inferior deeds, one could break out of the cycle of human
rebirth and existence. His teachings, which offer a good example of the fine line be fween
philosophy and religion in Eastem thought, are based upon what came to be called the
Four Noble Truths: (1) life is suffering, (2) sufJering comes from ignorance and low
views, (3) the cycle of being rebom into human suffering can only be"braken by
overcoming the ignorance that causes it, and (4) there is a true path (the:Noble or Holy
'. .
Eightfold Path) that leads to the end of suffering.
The Noble Eightfold Path gives the devoted Buddhist a clear set of eight tiehaviors'
to master in order to reach a state of enlightenment. These are: (1) holding right views
(avoiding the illusion of happiness offered by greed or the sensual pleasures of life),
(2) right intentions @eing entirely devoted to the quest for complete happiness and
letting go of the illusionary pleasures of this world), (3) right speech (speaking only
the truth), (4) right action @eing honest, true and pure in all behavior), (5) right
living (hurting no other creatures, human or otherwise, hence vegetarianism is often
encouraged), (6) right effort (maintaining strict self-control), (7) right-mindedness (being
disciplined in one's thoughts), and (8) right meditation (contemplating life deeply and'
using the principles employed by Buddha himself to reach enlightenment).
Buddha is said to have died at the age of eighty, which would have been around 480
o.c.r. Though Buddhism graduallyfaded in importance in Indiawhere Hinduism absorbed
many of its major concepts, it became the major religion of China by the first century
c.r., and from there spread to Japan. In both places it remains influential today. At the
peak of its popularity, it attracted more followers than any other wodd religion, but in
modern times, only about six percent of the wodd's population profess Buddhism as
their religion. Despite its relative decline, the impact of this religion remains deeply
imprinted in the cultures of the Eastern wodd, and it has increasingly found acceptance
among'Westemers in the twentieth century. Today, despite the passage of time and
profound changes in the wodd, millions of people woddwide continue to find releyant
and meaningful the view of the wodd and the place of human existence in that wodd
as formulated by Siddhartha Gautama over twenty-flve centuries ago. This is perhaps the
truest test of the value of Buddha's contribution to the world of religion and philosophy.
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QUESTTONS FOR DtSCU,SSTON
1. How has the biography and teachings of Buddhism been preserved for more modern
times? V/hat effects do you think this way of preserving facts and ideas might have
upon what we can really know about Buddhism and its founder?
2. lVhat was Siddhartha Gautama's "Great Renunciation"?
3. According to this text, what seemed to be Buddha's main purpose in seeking enlightenment?

4. 'Vhat aspects of Buddhism's Four Noble Truths s€em philosophical? What elements
seem more religious? Based upon these four principles and the Noble (or Holy)
Eightfold Path, do you find Buddhism more a religion or a philosophy? 'Why?

